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AERODYNAMIC THEORY AND TEST OF STRUT FORMS
By R H. SMITH
PART Ix
STJMMABY
This report, 8ubtnittea?to the National Advisory Committeefor Aerona&”cs for publication,
presents the whole study under thie title in two pm-tatonly the$rst of which h reported here. In
this part the symnwtrical imnkid $OW about an empirical strut of high &m7i4emerd is found by
boththe Rani&ineand the Joulwwsky methods. The rewdts can be made to agree as closely as wished.
l%eoretkl stream surfaces as well as surfaces of cwwtant speed and pressure in tti$u% about ihe
strutarefrond. T%4surface pressure computedfrom th4 two tlkwra”esagrees we~ with the measwred
pre.mureon thejore part of the model W not so well on the after part. From th ttioreticdfiw
8peed the wrjace friction i8 wmpuied l-y an empirical fimmuhz. 2!%.8drq integratedfrom tlk jr&-
tion and measured presswre closely equals tfie whole measured drag. As the pressure drag and the
whok drag are auurately determined, the ftin forrruda also appears trustworthyfor such jair
shapes.
INTRODUCTION
The mathematical treatment of symmetrical flow past symmetrical bodies, which me
streamlined for Iow resistante, is directed toward the solution of one of two general probkms.
Either one seeh to determine the nonviscous flow past forma whose rooting 2 is speoified but
final shape unknown, or about those whose final shape is speoifled and rooting unknown. The
Iatter, being the invemion of the other, may be wdki the inveme probIem, while the former
may be oalkd the direot problem. Almost aHof the theoretical investigation on fluid flow pss.t
such shapes has been devoted to forma of fixed rooting, although they are, technically at lesst,
the Iess important of the two. This partiality to the direct problem redte from the fad that
it naturally runs along with, while the other runs counter to, a mathematical development which
is practically irreversible; that is, one which can be followed k the reverse direotion onIy with
the greatest diflkulty.
Following Iogically the theory of fluid motion, the direct problem wss successfully studied
earIy, in the case of poorer forma of simple origin, in both two and three dimensions. The
method wss that due to Rankine, in whioh sources and sinks of equaI total strength are imagined
created aIong a streamline of a uniform stream of fluid, and the separate streams, each fIowing
as if alone, combined by superposition. (References 1, Z, and 3.) The closed surface of sepa-
ration between the source-sink and the extwnaI streams is then made the surface of a solid
body. The substitution of this body for the source-sink flow Ieav- the externsl stream un-
changed since (in a nonviscous fluid) the inner flow and the body produce the same boundary
conditions at the surface of separation. Since the external stream is known from the super-
position of the flows before the substitution, the flow about the bcxly is Imown.
Such surkee of separation for water, suitable as forms for surface ships, have since been
derived graphidy by Taylor (References 3 aud 4) and McEntee (Reference 5) by assuming
more complicated source-sink combinations. These forma are made Iong and narrow with
1Thfe partwaeenbdtted h May, 1~ to the Johne Ho@tnE Univeze5ty in ermformlty wfth the reuuhementa for the M. A. degrw. The
eecend part will b eowdeted and the whole submftted fn IEr2$lLneonfomoity with tbe re@emente for the ph D. d-.
~By rooting h meant the premkm whfeh dx the form of the b3dY, IIOU@IY,the auaugmmt tithe m-e.ndcink fntha Haoklnetheory
ar O(the eompkx POIESIn the Joakowskf theory.
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sharp, or sharply rounded, bows and sterns, in order to reduce the wave-making and inertia
forces which together are large compared to the viscous forces. Because of. their large surfwes
such forms are not suited, however, for deep submersion in either water or air} where the viscous
forces predominate. . . .
While the development of deep~a shapes of le~t drag has been very little studie~ecause
of their lack of utility, the practical need for mini&m resistance air forms has led to a large
amount of experimentation on empirical and, to a much less extent, on theoretical streamline
forma. h important experiment on theoretical airship forms was made by G. Fuhrmann in
1912. (Reference 6.) Using Taylor’s graphical me~hod, he derived six beautifully streandined
eepruation surfaces of revolution, and ahowed “the agreement “b.etwien the surface piessuree
about them as computed and as experimentally measured. The. 2din~ensional sequel to
l?uhrmann’s work is the subject of Part II of this general study, and was suggested to me by
Dr. “A.”F. Zahm as suitable for a thesis.
In two dimensions, the direct problem can @ jtea’ted also by the method of conformal
transformation. h extensive literature has been built up during the last- few years on the
development-of Joukowski and .Jcindred.@rfo.jls by this method. (References 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12.) The’ corresponding development of symmetrical shapes suitable for struts, however,
has been little studied although the strut ,derivak@s of Jouko@i profiles are more eakily
obtained and are more like successful service forms, A Joukowski strut of high m,eritis developed
in the present study, and the theoretical and exper-tiental flows about-it are compared.
The inverse problem, in which. the 6.nal shape is spectied, has been undertaken in only
one investigation. (Reference 14.), Von Kmman-found the flow past arbitrary half bodies of
revolution, and then paat an airship, whose shape was specified, by forming its bow and stern
of two half bodies, cut to the correct lengthj and job.iing them. Certain approximations and
assumptions incident to the splicing were made and investigated. While they shorten a very
long problem until it is practically solvable, thtie “approximations destroy much of the math-
. .
ematical elegance and exactness of t&emethod. .----
Since Von .Karman’s method is an important theoretical and technica~advance, it has been
thought worth whiIe to carry through, at least oncq the laborious task of extending it rigorously
to an arbitrary whole body. The body chosen was th United Stat+ Navy Number 2 str@, whose -
form .ia empirical and whose service merit @eference 13] is unexcelled. This investigation, .
together with that of the Joukowski strutrreferred to, which dit7ersfrom the Navy Number 2
only at the extreme trailing edge, gives two independent-+:elopments o! the theoretical flow
about this strut. The two thegreticaI flows qre tially compared with the exp&irnental ffow
found by measuring the pressurp over the strut @faces.. The Von Karman aid Joukowski
etrut studies constitute Part I of the whole inveg~ation.
Whether we. .cmaider the problem,of solving the flow about a strut of Exed final form or
of fixed rooting, the mathematical treatment is possible only when viscosity is neglectad. Under
usual conditions, it is WOI.Iestablished that %.ids, “Ekeair and water, stick without slipping to
the surface of the body past whioh they flow, and that the retardation of the near-by fluid .
takes place in a thin layer called the boundary layer. In this layer the viscous forces are of the
same order of magnitude as the inertia forces and lead to the formation of vortices when the
retardation is sufficient to cause a reverse flow.. (References 15~~and 16.) Such sufticienti
retardations always oocur in the immediate wake of conventional streamline bodies, particularly ~
if their trailing parts are blunt. The surfaoe line. dividing the upstream region of nonreverse
flow and the downstream region of reverse flow, is odled the line of separation. The shifting
of this line with change of air speed, in the case of some forms, is one cause for the variation
of the resistance coefficient with Rsynolds Number. The line of separation for easy shapes is
never far from the aftmost point of the body and shifts most for those with rounded tails. For
well streamlined bodies with sharp tails or trailing edges! the line of separation is sometimes
stationary for a. conaiderable ra.uge of lle~olda Number. Such forms produce a stable flow
whose pattern iE fixed and have a very low resistance, most of whioh is found to be due to
viscous friction. They repreemt the optimum easy forms and are the most interesting from
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the practical, as welI as from the theoretical, point of view. The struts considered here are
bodies of thiS class.
THE SOURCE-SINK ENVELOPE APPROXIMATING THE UNITED STATES NAVY NUMBER 2 STRUT
~—.—d
FIGGEE I
At any point p on the separation line (fig. 1) inclosing a source-fi system in a pIane
stream U, clearly the stream function is
+P=o= uY–~y=Q (1)
where Q is the strength of any sourm or sink and QkPthe angle as shown. The condition of
closure, viz, that the Q flow shalI stay inside the line, is
Hence, if y, p are gi-ien for enough points p, equations (1), (2) determine the Q’s that condition
the gi% closure line in the given stream. Let” the closure line be the section of the United
States Navy Number 2 strut in the plane stream Z?. ‘
Equation (1) is true, in two dimensions, for any type or distribution of sources and sinks.
It will be convenient to assume line sources and sinks which ruh in the strut plane of symmetry
parflel to the strut length, and located on the ordinates by which the strut is speciikd. Them
will then be n sources and sinks and n equations of type (1), for n ordinat&. To meet the ‘con-
dition of closure, equation (2) is added and another source or sink, making in alI n + 1 sources
and sinks and n+ 1 equations.
Since its curvature is bportant, a streamline form oan not be specfied by fewer than 10
or 12 ordinates judiciously chosen. In this study, 12 coordinates are used to b the form, and
one coordinate added. at the stern to fm the position of the thirteenth source or sink. The
coordinates for the United States Navy Nrumber2 strut, multiplied b~ 2, (fig. 2) “are as follows:
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Hence, the value of p~, for ~xample, is w= X– tan-l ~q~~~O~o =r– 0.578 = +2.564. Likewise.- .
the value of w is found to be W= tan-l 13 ~oo~~ ~o==+0.438. After substituting the numerical .—.
values for the coefhcient.aand unity for the val~~ of ?7, the comstants of equations (1) and (2)
take the form given in Table I.
— ---
There is nothing new, and very little of interest, in the.vray this system of linear equationa
—
has been solved. The solution was accomplished in steps, each of which reduced the number
..-—
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both of equations and of unknowns by one. Aft+w each reduction the new equations were
rearranged so that the next reduction could be made by using factors of the order of unity.
For example, the first reduction was made by eIi@nating cohrmn 2, Table I, by multiplying
the second row by – 0.9624, and adding the result tu the tit row, then by multiplying the third
row by – 0.6614 and adding to the second row, and so on down the cohunm The new set, so
obtained, contains no Qz column, and has only 12 rows. These rows were rearranged for the
next reduction in the order 1, 12, 10, 8, 7, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, and multiplied, as before, by the
proper factors to ehninati column 7. Carrying through this process to the end invohws almost
prohibitive work, Ways to save labor. and chamx of error by proper tabulation are obvious,
however, and success depends principally on how well they are used. ~umbers of seven places
or more must be carried throughout, which @creases -ctm.siderablythe chance of error. Table
I is given here reduced from seven places to four places for brevity. The solution of this seti
of 13 equations was found tc- be .
Ql=+ 1.6650. .-Q,= +7. 0304-”;. “Q,= -3. 307~ “- ‘-
Q2= – -5.8767 Q,= –2. 1855 Q,, = - .1097
~:+ 13.0072 Q,=+ .8824’” Q,, = –3. 2608
—.
– - 5.8817 QBS–l. 2550-- . $:= +1. 0123
=–1.7202
Figure 3 shorn” graphically the distribution and the reIative strengths of the sources and sinks
al~ng the chord ‘of the strut profile, A positive Q is a source, a negative one a sink, by defini-
.
FIGUBES.-The Wrlbution and rddh a@onsths of aourcas and s@ka wh~ snpa.
ration aurfaos fn a nrit atrsam fs lndIstlngu12habIe hum ths United Mates Navy
No. 2 strut
tion, hence there are five sources and eight sinks, the sQurcespredominating at the bow and the
sinks rttthe stern.
It is relatively easy to find the components of velocity and the pressure atveach surface
point p, from the lmown strengths and positions of the sources and sinks. The stream fundion
~~p,at each point p, due to the W source or sink, is simply
*kp=Q#~kp
.T
,and the radial velocity qtfi,simply
where rk~= [(279‘%)9+ yP~lfl. The cartesian components of qtPare
which become, when summed for all sources and sinks,
- (3)
(4)
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The velooity 270of the uniform stream must be addad to UPgiving
%=[(UO+UZ)*+%TP
for the resultant velocity of p. Then the pmsure pz at p, above the stream pressure, is
where p. is the dynamic pressure, + p27/, of the distant stream and PP is k terms of Po
131
(5)
(6)
a9a -.
unit%
Table II gives the wdues of up, w,, G, and p, derived from equations (3), (4), (5), and (6)
for the United States Navy Number 2 strut. The -mh.wsof the point pressure p, are shown
plotted against the strut width in Figure 4 and against its half thickness in F~e 5. The .- :-—
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integrated pressural drag k. clearly proportional to the ~flerence bet~~’eenthe areas a ~ g e j
and g c g of the theoretical curve (fig. 5), which is found to be zero w-henthe two areas are
planimetered. The theoretical, resistance.of this empirical strut is, therefore, zero. Figures 4
and 5 also give the point pressures found by measurement and by the Joukowski theory, which
will be explained prasently.
The calculation of the streamlines and velocity distribution afield would be long, but not
&flicul&-by use of equations (3) to “(6). They are more easily found when the strut is con-
sidered as a JoukoivW pro~e. These extensions of the development. of the fiow about the
strut will, therefore, be left for the Jou-kowski treatment, now to .be considered.
THE JOUKOWSKI STRUT WHOSE FORM APPROXIMATES THE UNITED STATES NAVY NO. 2
The. method of. tiding wing and other streamline forms by a conformal transformation of
circuIar and elliptic cylinders is due to Joukowski and Iater to Mises, Betz, MuIIer, Witoszynski,
and others, (References 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.)” St.rictIy speaking, the Joukowski profiles are
those of simple 2-pole origin with upper and lower lines forming a cuqp at the trailing edge.
These profiles were soon extended by his foIIom.rs, in an effort to derive more praotical wings,
to forms of multi-pole origin and to those whose upper and lower surfaces intersect at a small
angle at the trailing edge,
The general theory of c-onfornmltransformat.ion..~ plane flow has been well worked out h
the wing studies cited, and will not be considered has, except to mention two theorems. The
law of Riemann, in the theory of functions, states that-there is a cirole and surrounding potentiaI
field into which one can transform any simpIe homomorphiccontour md surrounding potentiaI
field so that the fieId at infinity remains unchangecL Then, more recently, the theorem of
Bieberbach, which states that there. is one, and only one, function for this transformation,
namely,
r=z+:+&@+” . . . (7)
in which ~= ~+ i~ are the coordinates in the ~pIane of the circle and: =Z + iy are the coordinates
in the z plane of the contour. These theorems apply,””naturally, only in two dimensions.
Equation (7) may be writtan ..
(8)
where Ca‘me the complex poles of the transformation, and 2 c%=O. The Joukowski solution
of thp inverse problem, viz, of transforming a circle and flow fieId to a given prde with corre-
sponding field, reduces to the t~sk of finding the CSoc the amcomplex coefi~ients in these equa~
tions. The direct problem, on the other hand, begins with these given in the premises, and
has been studied, with some difficulty, up to five poles, (Reference 11.) It would b.e sur-
prising if fewer than this number were sut%cient-to & satisfactorily the transformation of a
circle to an arbitrary stremdine form. The theory in its present state gives ~ practical way
$0 determine even five poIes which would produce roughly a specified form. The Joukowski
method, therefore, gives no solution yet of the inverse problem. One must resort to a fit and
try method b find a Joukowski strut that coincides with one arbitrarily chosen and be satis-
fied with a good approximation. This method will be used to find the Joukowski strut that
approximates the United States Nivy Number 2. .1
In carrying out this approximation a mod&d Joukoweki profile will be used, but before
considering the profile it may be well to summarize briefly that part of the Joukowski theory
which applies to symmetrical flow. The theory begins with the very old transformation by
which a circle of radius b is flattened into a straight line whose length is 4b. The transformation
formuIa is the simple 2-pole equation
2=(+; — -- (9)
.—
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which decomposes into two equations,
“(’+(&)
“=(%?)
(lo)
The same fmnsformation flattens circles, cxmoentic with the map circle r= h, into ellipses and
distorts their radii into hyperbohs, the ellipses and hyperbolas being focused at the ends of
the line 4b, Figure 6.
..
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For a uniform stream orossing a solid cylinder r= 5, the strearnbges, #r= const. graded
from the circle r= b, in the t plane, beoome transformed into straight parallel lines graded from
.:=-
the Iine 4b in the z plane, and the curves qf = const. become stiaght lines orthogonal to them,
.- ..__ ~.
the two sets of lines forming together an ordinary cartesian network. The said flow about the
circular cylinder r = b} is thus transformed into the flow past a flat plane lying along the general
-.
stream.
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Fxc+m@7a.-Round CyiilN&, c-2LQj mntfmd at C--m IIMP cylinder,
b- I.4s, transformed into JoukowsH ammxkwtfou of United Stat- NmY
No. 2 strut, Fiaure 7%
Similarly, for flo~ across the solid cylinder a> b, the curves ~r= const. graded from the
concentric &cIe r = a > b, in the { plane, beoome cum= #,= const. graded from the correspo@ng
ellipse in the z plane. The flow about the circular cylinder r =a is transformed, in this way,
into the flow about an elliptic cylinder, focused at z= * 2b. When the oimle r= a k not con-
centric with the map circle, r= b, but eooentrically centered at.~= – c (fig. 7a), the c~e ~ the
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z plane corresponding to r= a, becomes an ellipse distorted into a more or less streamline strut
form. (Fig. 7b.) If the shift of the cirole r= a along -g is sti-oient to m~e c= ~– a—that
is, to make the oircles tangent at-$= b-the trailing edge of the strut degenerates to a ousp,
and one has a symmetrical Joukowski profile.
Y
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FIGUEE7b.-Jonkomkl sPWoxh8t!On of endl~ u~t~ s~~ ~8YY ~-o. 2
atrut, tmnaformed hum endless round CYlfnd=, _ 7*
By trying a number of .sizea and positions for the .oiroler=b, one finds without much diffi-
culty that the map cirole b=1.48, transfom the circle a =2.00, centered at ~= —0.20 into the
Navy Number 2 strut a“ccumtely to within 1% per cent of the masimum ordinate everywhere
except-near the extreme trailing edge. The actual agreement ~ seen in Table III and Figure 8.
-“: ““’
Fmmm &-JonkowskY approximation to United Statea NaPY
No. 2 atrnt
This agreement is satisfactory, .mp@lly sinca most, if not- ~, of the objec~on~ble discrepancy
near the trailing edge, where the Joukomki strut is rounded while the Navy Number 2 con-
tinues to an edge, ooours aft the lines of. separation-where the form of the surfaoe is Iargely
immaterial.
Having obtained the. Joukowski strut, the flow about it is easily found. In general, the
flow about a oircular cylinder of radius a is given, by the equation
When the cylinder is centered at:= -0.20, and has a radius r=a= 2.00, equation (12) becomes
whenoe the component velocities at any point (c, ~) about the cylinder are
(13)
(14)
(15)
In order to &d the corresponding Components u, and v. about the strut, the lengths of corre-
sponding path segments iQ the t and z planes must be found: That is; the differential quotient
of z and r must-b.emmluated. Then
u~_~ &II (16)z–o, ” a 1
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The evahation of $ is known, and can be easily va.rMed to be
Fim.IIy, the resultant velocity gr, at any point ~, about the cylinder is given by —
L&ewise the resultant velocity qz, at any point, z, about the strut is given by
The surfaces of constant speed or pressure near the cyhnder areeasily found analytically,
but those near the strut can not easfiy be found directly} In the latter case, the vabs of q.
must be found along a number of closely graded streardin=, and the surfaces of constant q,
found by use of an auxiliary plot of ~ for each streamline, fit against ~ and then against y.
The surfaces of constant speed G, about the cylinder (Refercmces (18) and (21)) may be
found as follows. If the velocity UOof the uniform stream is unity, equation (12), in poIar “
—
coordinates, takes the form
By diHerentiation, equation (2o) gives the two polar components of velocity,
Hence
or
(20)
(21)
l
—
.
(22
From this equation ~ clearly has the maximum value 2, at the point where 6=% and r= a,
and the minimum due, zero, at the rest points 6= O, ~, r = a. Surfaces of constant speed qr,
intermediate between Oand 2 are shown, plotted from Table IV, in Figure 9a, where those above
,.
the ~ axis are for even speeds, those belo-ivfor even pressures. ‘
-*—
One surface of constant speed is of special interest-namely, the surface qr= Iahowing
where the speed beyond the cylinder is equal to that of the uniform stream. For this case -. .-
N= ((z~+#)2-4&* Cosz6 (23)
or .- .—-
a2+2P(l–2cos~d)=o.
-.
—I equation (23) becomes
‘h* ‘s’ *=P:V’
a~+2(#-p)=o,
from which
.-
P #
r–z =1, where K=~z”
(24) ‘“
~S-d IMIIShltepWdand ~ are Ofprectfd fnt.?reetinShOW@Wh 20@8@3fUl(?II10titE3Sh hldiede,WithkESt~fOll, th
-
MdIva speedofthestrutand the generel alr stream.
—
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The surfaces gr= UOare therefore two equilateral hyperbohs with foci afrthe ends of the cylinder
diameter which lies along the general stream. (Fig. ga.)
FIGURE90.-Lhm of IYJnetantspwd and preeenre of perfd Sow IMetend-
leee round cyllnder
To fhd the comesponding surfaces of constagt speed near the strut, one must fit deter-
mine a number of closely graded streanilines near the cylinder, and the corresponding ones
about- the strut, Equation (13) rnuet~therefore, be s61ved for a number of values of #r and the
values $ and ~ transformed to x and y by equation (10). Site #r is a cubic in q and. onIy a
quadratic in & equ’aticn (13) is best put in the form, -.
,+020=J’-$-(:Y1“L !%-1‘o 1 (25)
and solved for & The values & ~, z, y of the streamlines useful in finding surfacm of constant
.,
speed about the strut, as well as values of *’ and ,the v~locities qr and q~,are illustrated in
drl
Table V-b, which is for the streamline.#r= 0,01 only. The coordinatesof the co&ant speed
curves”taken, as explained, from auxiliary plots of speed versus z and y for each streamline are
given in Table VI, for as many of the even speeds and pressures, used for the cylinder, is exie&-
for the strut. Since the masimum speed about-the strut, Table Vaj is g.= 1.37, and the minim-
um pressure ps= -0.867, the curvw g,= 1.5, 1,75 ,wd pc= – 1.00? given for the cylinder, do
--
not appear for the strut. The curv& for constant,% intermediate bet~i~eeno and 1.37 ire ““
—.
\
qz-l 0=.-% “b -.50, C -.75 “. qz-!
/E
.75
.25I
FIGUBE9b.—LLuesof oonetant speed and premzre for perfeet flow
pact United States h-myNo. 2 etmt (Wkoweky mmlmfion)
at~0 pitoh and YaW
shown in Figure 9b, where again those above the x axis are for even speeds, and those below
are for even~pressures..
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The computed point pressures o~er the surface of the Jcmkowski strut are given in Table
Va, and plotted agaiuat strut width in Figure 4, along with the computed pressures for the
Rankine strut and those measured by experiment. The plot of pressure against strut half-
thickness (@. 5) coincides with that for the Rmkine strut. Hence the theoretical rbtance
of the Joukowski strut is zero also.
NormaIIy graded streamlines, #= crest., are found about the round cylinder, and then
transformed to those about the strut.,by the equations aIready used to find the surfaces of con-
stant speed. The vahms computed for these curves are illustrated in Table Vc, which is for
the strearnhne $=0.35 only. A number of evenIy graded streamlines are drawn psst both the
round cylinder and the strut in Figure 10a and 10lx
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EXPERIblIXNTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES NAVY NUMBER 2 STRUT
The precise measurement of the actual drag of bodies shaped for slight resistance is dM-
cult, since the drag is so small compared to the gened proportions of the body, and so sensitive
to any disturbance or tripping of the surface flow. It is still more @cult to determine ex-
perimentally the pressural part of the drag, because it is a small residue of two much larger
quantities, ti, the downstream and upstream pressural forces. The frictional part of the drag,
being the drag minus its pmsmmalpart, is therefore the least precisdy deter@ned of the three.
For these reasons any experimental measurements of the actual pressure on thick forms of low
resistance, howe~er cmefully these forms me made and tested, are likely to be more or less
unsatisfactory when analyzed.
The basic experimental data for the investigation of the actual flow past the United States
Navy N’umber 2 strut are simply the measurements of the total drag and the point “pressures
at 14 positions on the strut surface. (Tables VII and VIII.) These data were obtained from
a smooth wooden strut modeI 3 by 10% by 60 inches faoed, where presures were collected, by
a brass plate mrefnlly fitted and perforated by I-ndlimeter pressure hoks. The ends of the
strut were so shielded that the strut was the equivalent of an equal segment of a strut MniteIy
long. The total drag was measured on the aerodynamic balance, to which the strut was
attached by prongs which entered the middle of the strut, as explained in Referace 20. The
location of the pressure holes is given in Table VIII. Measurements of drag and pressure
were obtained in the large hTavy wind tmmel with the air stream held at five M&rent speeds.
The laboratory equipment for measuring these quantities and the teohrtique of the experiment
will be found clearly discussed in Reference 20, and will not be considered here
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Figures 4 and 5, in which the measured pressmys are plotted against the strut width and
the half thickness, respectively, have already been referred to. In Figure 4 the other four
experimental .cu.nes axe omitted, namely, those for 20, 30, 40, and 60 m-lea per hour. How-
ever, for each speed there is a point of full impact pressure g, at the nose and two points of zero
pressure at the side, the fist at a distance of 3.3 ‘~ei cent of the strut width from the front,
and the second at a distance of 87.1 per cent. The corresponding theoretical values are 3.1
per cent for the first, and 92.1 per” cent for the second. At about one-fifth of the width from
the leading edge occurs the maximum suotion which equals about four-fifths of the nose pressure
q. The maximum theoretical suction occurs at the same place but is larger, being about seven-
eighths of the nose pressure, At the trailing edge the experimental pressure is about one-sixth g,
while the theoretical pressure there is g. Throughout most .of the suction range the experi-
mental suctions me uniformly less thm the theoretical by about one-tenth q. As may be seen
from the data, the pressure at each hole varies nearly as the square of the speed, but with a
degree-of approximation slightly dhinishing aft of the thickest-part of the strut and more pro-
nouncedly at the lower speeds. That this is even approximately true near the traihng edge
indicates that the line of separation moves ody elightly, if at all, throughout the speed range
covered. This invariance of flow pattern with air speed is also shown by the fact that the
rear zero pressure Iine does not shift along the surface of the strut as the speed is varied. This
oontrasts with the resuh obtained on a 2 by 8 inch elliptical cylinder (Reference 20), which
has a shifting rear zero-pressure point and a varying flow pattern near the traihg edge.
One must turn to Figure 5 to find the consequence of the variation of the experimental
point pressures from the theoretical In this figure the integrals of the segments of the pressure
graphs give the elements of pressural drag and their sum giv~ the resultantrpressural drag.
We have already seen that this sum is zero for the theoretical curve. The elements of pressural
drag are given both separately and summed for both theory and experiment in Table IX.
The lower part of the table”is of special interest as showing the relation of the drag to its pres-
sural and frictional parts, and the rcdation of the pressurtddrag to its four upstream and down-
stream partso4 At 60 miles per hour air speed, the integral experimental pressures exertmn
upstream for~ of .0.6383 pound, and a downstream force of 0,7012 pound per foot of strut
length, The resultant prewural drag ~~, is therefore “0.0629pound per foot. Since the meas-
ured drag at this speed is 0.1748 pound, the frictional drag is 0.1119 pound, being the drag
minus its pressural part. The order of graphic integration, used to find the force Jp d y over
the various portions of the strut surface, for l-foot length ofstrut, is detailed at the bottom
of TabIe IX.
.-
We have just seen that the measured drag exceeds the resultant-force of the integratd
pressures by 0.11l~pound, and that this is the measured frict.ions.ldrag. The frictional drag
can also be computed from well-known formula for surface friction. ‘iYieselsberger (Refer-
ence 19) gives, for example,
D,= O@Q- (26)
as the equation for the frictional drsg of a plane whose tctal washed area is O. In this equation
J, () O.MC,= O.0375 ;V”
where L is measured rdong stream, and V is the stream speed, Writing O= 2L for 1-foot kmgt.h
of plane, and q= 3P V2, equation (26) becomes
D,= 0.0375 @@s~O”w~aM
or
Dr= EZ”.sPS (27)
where Dr is the frictional drag per foot run and K= 0.0375 p#5.
Since one keeps only the downstream component of the tangential friction, the resultant
frictional drag over the strut surface is equal, quits approximately, to that over its median
plane, when the tangential $peeds are the same at equaI distances from the lead~g edge. One _+-.— .- -. -- .-. :—. .-=
~This method Ia due to Zahm, Reference ]7.
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has then to apply equation (27) ordy to the strut median pIane, using for ~ the distance from
the entering edge and for V the surfaoe speed past the element of strut surfaoe, whose projec-
tion on the plane is dL. From equation (6) the actutd surfaoe speed past the strut is V= ~~.
where p~ is the metwred pressure and U.= 1. Let T=j(Z) as plotted in F- 11. Then
equation (27) becomes, for Z in feet,
0! 1 I t 1 f t b 1 t
01234567 8gfo
1 I
Sfruf widfh h inches, L
E’IGtIE#11.–Em8riLuankd mid theamtid afr sF@@3sOr= snrfscE Of Ih.dted
States Navy No. 2 strut kmtmlt ~ srad
(27)
wherej’ is the slope of the curve T=j(Q. Then
Dr= ~0.85 f L4.~-WL+ 1.85 J L“~~dL]
or
Df= qIl+Ill] {28)
The integraIs 1, and 1, were graphictiy integrated from curves of ~+.~m versus L (@. 12),
the data for which is found in Table X. The value of 11 and 12 are found to be 1,=1.343,
1,= – 0.2 and
20T
1.6- -
f.2- -
.8- .
.4- -
y
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Since the integration was carried through for q. tit s@eam speed, the total frictional drag at
88 feet per second is
Df= K(l.055) (88’=)
Using in K the vahes p= O.00237 and @~5=0.2711,
D/= 0.1006.
This value compares satisfactory ~}it.h
D,- O.1119 . .... “.
found as.the excess of total drag over pressurd drag, both vahm being pounda per fJot run
at 60 miles per hour.
We have found, furthermore, that the measured pobt pressures am. the computed surface
friction g&q as the v@ue of th~_t@mldrag of the Na~ Number 2 strut, the value
D= D, + Df=”0.7)629+ 0.1006 = 0.1635 lb./ft.,
which is about-6 percent less than the actual measured_drag,
D.= 0.1748 lb.[ft.
CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical flow past symmetrical forms. of predetermined shape can be. rigorously
solved by use of von Karman’s adaptation of .Rrmkine’s theory, but not yet by Joukowski’s
theory or any of its extensions.
Using the empirical United States Navy NumbeE2 strut as the predetermined shape, the
pressures about a very close approximation from the Joukowski theory and about the exact form
from the Rankine theory agree within the precision of the computations. While agreement
between the theorieswas to be expected, still it is reassuring to have two theoretical treatments,
which are so wideIy different as these in their mathematical premises and developments, to
finally give the same results for an actual body, especially since the body, being empiricaI,
allowed no advantage to either.
The frictional resistance, determined from experiment, agreea, for the etrut studied, within
10 per cent with that computed from the experimental surface speeda, and would agree stilI
better with that computed from the theoretical surface speeds. Also the total resistante as
measured agrees within 6 per cent with that computed from experimental surface pressure and
friutioh. These agreements are rather better than one should expect, conaidetig. the fact that
some of the quantities are small-order residues, and probably can not be taken as indicating
the acouracy of such analyew in general. They tend to show, however, that the parts of the
whole drag experienced by a body moving through a real fluid can be fully accounted for and
acouratdy calculated from surface pressure and friction, granting sufficiently accurate experi-
mental measurements of surface pressure.
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TABLE II
Pressure and ~-eIooity over the separation surface whose form is the Navy No. 2 strut
p-l-f,: :
-y-
-.
.“.....-’..=
.=. .—
-.
++L II) ~
+: 010
–. 330
0
.200
. 600.
‘k z
2600
4.200
7.200
m. 400
13.600
16.800
18.400
20.000
0
.680
L 200
–LOOO
–. 634
–. 317
–. 069
+. 126
+. 279
: ;:;
+: 279
+. 178
+. 109
!.+.+.+.+.+.+.
—.
—.
—.
48s
724
683
462
211
045
116
272
243
:.134
+. 466
+. 863
+L 264
+L 636
+1. 839
+ L 772
+L636
+1. 388
+ L 230
L 261
L 918
2360
2.761
;E
~;;
;: ~ti
I +1. 6io+. 204 + L 840
+. 002 +1. 7?i
+. 013 +1. 660
$. :;; +1. 462
. +LX39
–. 610
-.840
–. 883
–. 774
+.044 I +Lt
_—.
.,—
–. 450
–. 462 ,
-.289
—. 132 ;
+. .230
. -=
- .=L 202
.670
–. 468
I
“+. 913
–. 09s +. 760
+. 219 I +1. 132+. 010 +. 770
—
TABLE III
The z and y coordinates of the Joukowski strut, transformed from the circle a= 2.00 cantered at t= —0.20, by
equations 10, when the map circle is b= 1,48
-.
! Poiut
Round cyllnder Jonkowski sbslt
;P
Ifl* 2 u
—,
+%-%--l S’
i
+ —2. 200—2 170
-2.079
:.347
+. 684
+ L 000
+ L 286
+1. 632
+ L 732
+ L 932
+2 000
+L 932
+ L 732
+L 632
+ L 286
+1.000
+. 684
-3.196
-3.164
–3. 030
-2.826
—2 547
–2. 200
–L.792
—L089
+. 308
+. 501
+1. 281
+1. 760
+2. 133
+2 634
+.2 798
+3. 017
:.
+.
+.
+.
+.
+.
+.
+.
::
+.
+.
+.
-&
—3. 196
–3. 154
–3. 030
+. 826
–2. 547
–2 200
– L 792
–L 089
–. 308
+. 601
+1. 281
+ L 760
+2 183
+2 534
+2 798
+3. 017
!.+.+.+.}
+:+.+.+.+.+.+.+.
186
361
529
630
793
877
936
– 1.932
- L 732
—L 486
-1.200
–. 719
–. 200
+. 319
++~ ~6
+L 332
+ L 632
+ L 679
+L SCM)
536
795
877
936
916”
827
690
682
7 . - -—-—
8
9
10
11
9s
835
701
694
476
367
%:
—. 6
9
--- 2
–1.4
–L 3
–L 3
–il. 2
–18.7
.._,
12
13
14
15
45;
228
1
I
.
u
TABLE IV
Values of qr, pf, r, o from equation 22 giving surfaces of ccmstant speed near the round cylinder, from ~=0.250
ta qr= 1.000, omitting q~=1.118 to gr=l.750
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.,
I ,Pf r f #,
.a, Iq I Pr
‘ O.250 0.937
I
2.00 7 11 0.707
205 7 15
210 6 59
2.16 6 31
2.20 6 43
Z 26 4 26
2.30 1 44
2.21 0 .707
0.600 20012060
225
250 ; % ;;
275 23 ~o
3.00 , 19 20
,3.25 17 10
&5011:60
.600 4.00 ,
_—
..
.260 ~ .937
.500 .750
.500 .750
. .
. . .s.
2.00 14 29
2.10 15 2
‘2. 20 14 49
2.30 14 31
“2.40 13 39
2.50 12 31
2.70 8 23
2.83 0
.260 2.00
2.25
2.60
275
3.00
3.25
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.250 400
.866
.866
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L 000
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4(24)
6.00
6.00
8.00
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36 40
38 36
40 18
41 24
4242
g :41!
2.76 23 41
3.00 22 12
3.25 20 7
3.50 16 46
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TABLE V-a
Contour, velooity, and pressure valuea for the round cyolinder a= 2.00 centered at t= – 0.20 and for the corre-
sponding Joukowski strut when map oylinder ia b= 1.48
—.. —+: ..+_
Round cyllndw
—
#
.
Jwkowskt strut
-.
,.,-
1 ,..z 9 1%1.“[.”..1. .. :.......r .v ““ “9f -f ““.”:. .“ .“. .: % ‘r fz.—
Eq. 16
.0. 8S6
.707
,0.692
1: !;:
L 320
1. 36t3-
: ;;;
1:303
;. ;::
~ 142
L 101
1.053
.976
0
.771
.884
-
-. =--- .
-.
.. .
..-.
. .
-.
..
--
.—
-.
Eq. 95 +
.:
.
--L
--
..
..-
-
,-
-
–4 200 +0. 760’
~; ;:; +. 656
-2:170 ‘“.. !. 060
– 2.079 -1-.234
– 1.032 +0 500
– L 732 +. 826
o“
o
0
+. 342.
+. 6M”
+. 860
+. 985.
~+. 985
+. $77
$.501
-, 501”
–. 867
+ ~ 267
+. 500
+1. 000
+. 650
+. 012
–. 472
–. 741
–. 865
–. $67
–. 719
–. 697
–. 549
—. 401
–. 305
-.212
–. 110
+. 046
+1. 000
+. 405
+. 218
-
.-.
–4”721
–3,384
a“
–3 &
–2: 826
–TE47
–2AO0
–L.~92
–:::;:
-!+ 601
+ ~“!481
+ LTt30
+’Z:183
+2..535
+f& 798
+3.-017
+x 582
+% 376
I
o .!
.} ‘- !
+. 190 ‘
+. 371
+. 587
+. !380
+. 795
+. 877
.$. ;;; I
+: 827
+.”690
+;530
+. 464
$:”%:
.“:. .
!3.876
..786
... g:
:688
:%:
; ;:?
i 429
1, 635
L 552
1.464
1.341
1.168
:%?
. WA
.721
.848
0
0
0
0
0
:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.: .-.:
: %!
L ,000
1.286
L 632
L 732
1.932
“.2.000
L 982
L 732
,L 632
1.286
1.000
.684
0 .
0
0
i
.!
.347
.“684
L 000
1.286
1, 632
L 732
L !332
2. Ouo
L 982
1...732
L 532
1.236
1.000
.684
0
.556
.750
I
I
–L486” +.i i7S
–L200 +1. 500
–. 719 +1. 866
“-. 200 - +% 000
‘+. 319” +1. 866
+. 800 t +1. 500
I
I
+.1.086 +1. 173
+ L 332 +. S26
+1. 532 +. 500
+1. 67~ .$234
+1. 3oD
–, 985
-.985
–.-867
; 643
.0
1
.,
~
I
t:i
1+2. 8043 +. 5+3. 8(HJ +. 7.50 0
TABLE V-b
Contour, velooity, and preeaure values for closely raded streamlines, $= const. used to find constant speed
8surfaces near strut. x= O. 3, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50 omitted
‘1. Round OYhdW
, ,,
Joukowski strut
1%1
._— —
. Eq. 23 I Eq. 14, 15,18 I Ea. 10 Izq. 17 Eq.16 Eq. 6
—.
. . .
-.
+“0. 031
-.031
+. 086
–. 086
+. 136
“–. .135
+. 190
-.190
+: 377
–. “377
+. 642
-.642
+. 844
-:.844
+, 9s6
–. 986
+1. 390
– 1.390
~
+%. 171
–3. 412
+3. 051
–3. 283
+3 032
–3. 228
~} ;;;
+i 033
-3.155
+2 796
–3. 032
+2. 543
-2.836
+1. 835.
–2. 263
“: :;;
+0. 718
$. ::;
4X4349
: C#
,01.
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
,01
,01
, 01
I 0::3
“:;:
15
:15
+2155
–z 565
+1. 903
-2.803
+1. 866
–2 265
+1.” 821
–2 221
+1. 786
–2”186
+0. 280
+. 280
+. 102
+. 102
+. 076
+. 076
+. 049
-J ::;
+: 101
+. 252
+. 238
+. 500
+. 500
+1. 117
+1. 117
+1, 986
+1. 985
0.281
.281
0.530
.512
: %
.395
.681
.390
.572
.498
.606
.709
: M
.823
1.313
1.098
L 546
L 403
0.531
: R
:%J
.
.503
:%:
: R
.992
1.029
1.180
L 135
1.357
L 282
1.328
+. 846
+. 929
+. 746
+A82”
+. 886
+. 534
+.. 054
+. 016 ,
:: :;: ‘
–. 288
–. 842
-.643.
–. 763 i
.20
.20
.40
~.44
.“70
1.00
1.00
L 50
M
2.00
->
+1; 639
–Z” 089
+1. 644
– 1..944
+L 133
–L 633’
–.”060
–. -340
.660
.971
..971
1.490
L .490
L 982
1. 9s2
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
..+
—-
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TABLE V-c
. .
Contour, veIocity, and pressure values for normally graded streamlines, #=ccmst. #=0.70, 1.05, 1.40, 1.75,
2.10, and 2.45 omitted --
. .
-,.+
.,-- .-
_
1 rRound cylhder Ionkowskf strut I
t
.-
I l“”
-.
/*l Q. P.
Eq. 17 Eq. 16 Eq. ISECI.!23
0.35
.85
.50
.50
.70
.70
, Eq. IO”Eq. 14, 16, IS
:
~::;
+. 240
-.240
+. 232
0.35 +
—
++a :::
:82
+. 479
+. 532
+. 514
+. 585
+. 586
+. 692
+. 679
+. 823
+. 781
+. 947
+. 895
+1. 065
+1. 031
$:.:
+L 196
1.000
L 000
+. 711
+. 711
+. 661
+. 561
+. 539
~. ~;
+: 561
+. 685
+. 685
+. 894
+. 894
+ L 180
+1. 180
+ L 536
+ L 536
+1. 698
+ L 698
i-%!
.716
.716
.610
.610
: %:
.731
.731
.937
.937
L 173
L 173
L 411
+
:
826
858
782
786
%
810
807
933
876
102
W33
263
093
407
268
452
347
:XJ
.834
.834
.777
.815
.777
.903
.906
.993
1.071
:;:
~ 116
L 290
1.179
1.308
L211
L 304
0. I
!t
I
.35
.::
.36
.35
.35
.35
.::
.35
.36
.35
.36
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.85
0
+. 248
+. 304
+. 304
+. 397
+. 335
+. 396
+3. 417
;: :3
–2 940
+4 044
–4. 381
+a 342
–3. 645
+3. 181
–3. 480
+2 928
–3. 232
+2. 619
–2. 951
+2. 253
–2. 631
+1. 774
-2.216
.
.
“:I
1.
i
I
i
]
.80 +!A344
1% :;~
LW
L25 +L798
L 25 –2. 198
L50 +L523
L 50 –L 923
I. 75 +1. 192
L 75 –+L ;;;
2.00
2.00 –1: 121
2.10 +. 424
2.10 —. 824
232
479
479
647
—.
+.
—.
+.
—.
+.
—.
+.
—.
+.
-.
+.
—.
.
. +. 185
+. 179
+. 013
–. 145
–. 133
–. 483
–. 246
–. 665
–. 390
–. 71q
–. 466
–. 702
.-.
,-.
I
L 411
L 659
L 659
L 758
L 758
+ L 070
– L 588
+. 627
–L 179
I
I
—
1. ./”I
TABLE VI-a
Constant speed centaurs about the Joukowski strut
-k5--lz ET’dq”p Abreast .- -,—-f ‘1
a :5
:660
.730
.830
i. 015
L 180
L 330
L 175
1.070
.935
.870
.835
z
—2.800
–2. 750
–2 700
–2 640
—2. 550
–2 380
–2 162
–. 600
–. 165
+. 050
+. 270
+. 375
+. 412
1.25 -0.668
I
1’
L251 –. 563
0.25
.25
+.75 I SeeTable VI-b.50
+. 438
+. 438
–3.
–3.
–3.
q:
–3.
–3.
–4
-4.
–4
125
158
200
300
470
670
890
000
0.250
.315
.362
.450
.520
.520
.412
.250
.75
.75
L 00
1.00
.—
+2 960
+3. 025
+3. 125
+3. 340
+3. 520
+3. 525
.
040
050
140
0.
-
I0 –3. 025
-3.025
–3. 030
-k 048
-3.080
–3. 130
-3.200
–3. 360
–3. 535
0 –3. 730
.380
.440
.510
.610
.776
.910
L 080
+2 750
+2 680
+2 637
+2 600
+2 570
+2. 51xl
+2. 570
+2660
+2 800
+2 975
.250:
.350
.441q
.525 i
.692 ‘
.845 ~
L048;
1.376 ;
k%
“t
.. ..
-=E
--—.
~-- .
----
.-l~
~~
----
. .
..—
,. .:.
.....L 400
L 730
2052
---
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TABLE VI-b” ”-.
Constant pressure contours about Joukowdd strut
BOW ‘
.-
Stem - /“ “-””-l”-”’””-~b=“- : - ‘“”
P
.—
+0. 75
+.75
q
-
“- 0,’50”
.50
,.
z,.
1
-..
-..-,
9“
...
-
-..
0.0.30
. Oqo
.0 ‘%03
0’ “::
-
.0.65
“’:g
:Olyi
,-;0 .+:
‘+4s
*
...._~..
*<
3...
-*
~.-
—.
J’
-
0.160
.. 170
.210
130
0:
z
–3. 176
.“x”3j180
‘~ 260
.–~.&47.0
–3. 525
-3.180
–3. 170
+. 230
.4.330
>3.775
+. 880
–a 900
–3. 900
“-”3. 085
.73. 105
-3.130
-% 190
“.- 3. 295
-3. 4fm
.
“-3. 950
-~ 310”
-“4. “700
<~ 776
~ 4.820
.
.-
+3. 008
+3. 033
+8. 108
+3. 135
+3. 160
–O. 25 –2 940
–2. 900
–2 730
–2 790
–2. 725
0.451 :
.625
.880 :
L 020
L 240
,-. —
.
“.246
::%
“..;. 876
. 29fI
.140
050
0“
.707
.707
+.50
+.60
+.26
f
+. 2s
+2 976
+& Ooo
+3. 060
+a 350
+3. 395
+3. 410
-
1:“g
.760
1: ;::
1.635
–2 600
+1. 975
+1. 830
+1. 745
. .
.,.
. .. . . .
—.—
+ i: 000
+1. 210“L 118–. 25
.
–. 50
–. 50
L .2?5 –2. 825
– 2.700
1.000
L 370
1.480
L 260
1:;:
.
–2 480
–2 080
–2 240
+. 135
+. 330
L 226 +. 760
. 866
,866
.310
.370
.425
.625
.$55
.
900
:851
: :;:
o“
-
+2 900 ; 1?5
+2. “913 : 25i5
+2. .930 t
d
..3fi
+2 966 ..,-.
+3. 045
.1
.533:
+3 375 . ....... .. 67j. .
1“”:= == -1 —
.1. 823 –2 500
–2. 320
—2 000
–. 76
–“. 75”
-
.696
.330
.975
1.075
1.025
1.323 –. 566
.,
.930 Io LOO See”Table VI-a ‘
,.
. +
TABLE VII ‘-”-
Resistmme va?ues for Navy No. 2, 6-foot strut with shielded ends at various air speeds and zero pitch and yaw
1
..—
c-(ft,)ti~w).=PLDIV1*
t
. 1
..
I 20 ““”0.0240.0472
“ ::150 .0796.1206
60 .1748
.,
I I
. -.
.-.
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TABLE VIH
Point pressure in terms of nose pressure, pfps, d various wind speeds for Navy No. 2 strut-zero of pituh
.ana yaw
Premre hoIe Point presare pjp.
cwrdinate5 Tlndspeedfnbf; P.H.
Nb~-
Z 1 20
i’
S3 4a
L
ti m
.“
0 0
i .100
. ~io 1 ++L ~3 +0. 998 ++L (M* ~ +1. 000 +LOOO
+. 602 +. 604 +. 600
3 .320 .620 ~ -+:066 +. 066 +: 071 ~:;: +. 066
4 .640 .830 ~ –. 332 –. 34S –. 345 : –. 356
5 1.000 –. 612 :: ;3 :.::: f
1: E
–. 604 –. 594
1.170 -: ;:;
;
A. 706
2.100 1.370
–. 700
–. 784 “ –. 762 –. 768 –. 766
8 % 640 1.500 –. 688 ~. 698 –. 667 –. 66s
& 260 L460 –. 586
–. 662
–. 586 –. 570 I –. 566
18 6.800
–. 552
1.210 I –. 414 –. 40s ::= [ .: 38; –. 380
11 & 40Q .850 ~ –. 17s —. 176 –. 146
12 Q 220 .6$0 –. 026 –. 010 +. 016 +. 022 +. 042
13 9.960 .300 +. 142 +. 154 +. 158 +. 150 +. 146
14 10.330 .100 +. 178 +. 172 +. 170 +. 16S +. 162
Along+tream forma per foot run of Navy No. 2 strut expr~ed both in fiunda and in per cent of tdal drag for
theory and experiment at 60 railca per hour
PoRnds B fat run-theory II
60 0.4151
.1i ~41Wio.MM
Qmlo; o.6=3 O-UM J 01” “-””-! .- “.
Pounds per fmt nrn-expdment 1
J1
60 0.4230’
I
O.2752! o. 7oi2 o. 0s93 0.54$30 I Ui383~”0.0629~ I
I 0“~1*8 0.17+
Per esnt of totaf dmg-experfmmt I
1
--—
.= ...,
. +.-9 F
,---
-----
-—
-----
___
.-.
.,---
- Ae-
-.
. -.=
----
.. .-
- ..,.
—.
~.-:. ----
., ._—
:.: .-
---
...——.
.
—.zkr.t
.:<
,.:. -
.— -
—
._—.
..—
.-
—-—
....L_L .
,.J. -.—.
.-. —L
-*-
.. .4~
: .:-r- -
L- .
.“. ,., : ___
,.3 .;
,c..-
.—.-
.-
.:...~ :>=
—.
. ..-
-.. —
..----
— -.—-
.A.
-
.—
.,.:-
60 242 1159 , 401 511 314” ‘ 365 36 I 64 !
1 II
NT”;: “;””.1 ..4. .,—..-..=
DLME.MJ I
Oowxwkeam*cZ~O&O Up&reom pus% e ~ ef~
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TABLE X
AERONAUTK18
Valuea of absoiesre, air speeds, and accelerations used in evaluating 1, and Iz in Equation 18
Mea.wre”d‘“””””’
.;:.
Dfatance aft
-t~ ,. V>.?-p* V,l.lkji.$1
dV,jjlm “. Hiy+t. ~-f’
1-
PJ$+.
k
p:?.
‘ow L h ‘t sped v, . .. ....
....
0 0-. 0: .0
“’: ~“; .. -“::* . ?“ ““ . .“ ;..
~ p; ““ ..856’ : “..~O3~.
: ;??; , i%:
~7g8
L 243 ,
+“14 “40 +0. 924
~ !33: I
-1-1.303
+6. 288 +. 862 +1. 700
L 276 1:233 “.: :;:.; :1210
: M: L 316... 1.202
+; :3: +. 462
.1708. 1..366
+ L 943
L 880. 1.274 ~.696 ~ .2181
+. 240 +1. 930
: M
,}W: ! +: 166 +. 080. +1. 886
L 330””. 1.274 1.695 ; ““i2635. –. 108 –. 067 +1. 820
.2600 ., L 318 1.266 - 1.666
. ~916 I L 298 i L 248
,3079 i 232 –. 222 -.160
1.621 : .3606 1:203
+1. 744
.–. !270 –. 219
.8333
+L 657
L 282”” ~ 1.286 . 1.684 ;6 , 8032
1.268 i 1.$24
L 179 –. 292 –. 262 +1 687
.::::.
L 2~”” ] 1“203
- ;“~; I
1; i68 –. 294 –. 289
L 266-” 1 214
+1. 628
: %!
:4686
L 139 .320 I –. 341
,6152
+1, 476
L “123 .:: 387 ~ –. 444
L 220 ~- 1:184”
+1. 426
: ::;
L 113;.g.. –. 611 –. 621 +1. 366
L 1.94. ~ 1.163 :::: L 094
~, 165, ~ L 139
–. 622
1.326
–. 794 +1. 291
: %%
.6821 L 084 .–, 711 -.947
1.135 ! 1.113 1.264 669$” L 071 –. 766
+1. 222
L 102 -: 1.086”
.1 ~ :; +1. 161
: %% 1.067 ; 1.”067 ~ ~ ~~~
:.7083 ~ 062 –. 788 - +1, 0s1
.7500
-~206
Lo14. ~. Lo30. : % 8L621.016 –. 826L 43 +1. 008
.7916 ,966 961,.1
–. 871 –1. 279 +1. 913
8/ j
. :;3: –. 780 : – 1.133
.:.90. .. : R .
L (jM
.92--
+. 807
:%:
I
L Q28 -.474
.91. :,J ,;. 9 p,:.: ..850
. -.698
8930. Lm20
+. ?47_. 030 I –. 046
..! -“’ “.” -- -’ ““ 1.
+.”737
. .-
.-:
..
.
-.
